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1. The managerial _______ in the presidential post are almost the same as those the 
president of the university may have demonstrated in the high level academia.

     	      resources

     	--->> skills

     	      model

     	      functions

2. Principles of management have to do with human _________, therefore they are not 
as exact or infalible as principles of the physical sciences.

     	      skills

     	      needs

     	      policy

     	--->> behavior

3. Management functions can be transferred from one ____________ to another.

     	      staff

     	--->> organization

     	      customers

     	      agencies

4. The ____ of management function varies from task to task but they are al important 
and necessary to some degree in the accomplishment of any organizational goal.

     	      sytems

     	      theory

     	--->> mix

     	      body

5. _______ functions are essentially the same regardless of the type of organization or 
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the level of the manager in the organization.

     	      management

     	      theory

     	      strategies

     	--->> managerial

6. A management principle is a statement of a general truth about ____________ or 
management.

     	      sytems

     	      theory

     	      principle

     	--->> organizations

7. Organizing takes place when work is divided among _________ and then among 
individuals.

     	--->> departments

     	      workers

     	      customers

     	      management

8. ___________ policies, procedures, methods and budgets are examples of plans that 
help to accomplish objectives.

     	      management

     	--->> strategies

     	      contigency

     	      manager

9. Principles of management may be thought of as the laws or fundamental truths of 
organizations and ______________.

     	--->> management

     	      policy
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     	      organization

     	      staff

10. Principles of management are guides for _____________ action.

     	      policy

     	      innovative

     	      mix

     	--->> managerial
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